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Abstract. Traits that are attractive to mutualists may also attract antagonists, resulting in conflicting selection pressures. Here we develop the idea that increased floral nectar production can, in some cases, increase herbivory. In these situations, selection for increased nectar production to attract pollinators may be constrained by a linked cost of herbivore attraction. In support of this hypothesis, we report that experimentally supplementing nectar rewards in Datura stramonium led to increased oviposition by Manduca sexta, a sphingid moth that pollinates flowers, but whose larvae feed on leaf tissue. We speculate that nectar composition may provide information about plant nutritional status or defense that floral visitors could use to make oviposition decisions. Thus, selection by floral visitors and leaf herbivores may be inextricably intertwined, and herbivores may represent a relatively unexplored agent of selection on nectar traits.
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INTRODUCTION

Many well-known traits have evolved in the context of attracting and rewarding mutualists. Nectar, a sugar-rich substance produced by many plants that manipulates their biotic pollinators into transporting pollen, is undoubtedly one of the best-studied rewards from both the ecological and the evolutionary perspective. However, attractive traits often attract nonmutualistic organisms, as well as mutualists, that under some conditions inflict severe costs (Bronstein 2001a, b). For example, many animals that feed on nectar do not effect pollination (Irwin et al. 2001), and some nectar-consuming pollinators inflict damage that can outweigh the benefits of their actions (e.g., Pettersson 1994, Thompson and Cunningham 2002). To understand how rewards and, hence, mutualisms evolve, one should consider the selective pressures that result from these combined interactions.

In this paper, we present evidence that nectar not only may attract antagonists such as nectar robbers, but also may increase herbivory. We describe systems in which pollination and herbivory may be linked, develop the hypothesis that attraction of pollinators increases attraction of herbivores, describe systems likely to exhibit this trade-off, present data from a preliminary test of this hypothesis, and speculate briefly on the role of nectar composition in providing information about plant quality to ovipositing insects. Finally, we draw parallels with other pollination systems and other mutualistic interactions.

LINKS BETWEEN ATTRACTION OF POLLINATORS AND ANTAGONISTS

Although plant–herbivore and plant–pollinator interactions have been extensively studied, only recently has it been recognized that the two phenomena are far from independent (e.g., Armbruster 1997, Brody 1997, Strauss 1997, Strauss et al. 1999, Adler 2000a, Herrera 2000, Herrera et al. 2002). Many plant traits that putatively evolved in the context of herbivore resistance have been shown to influence pollinator preference and/or visitation. Chemical defenses against herbivores can deter pollinators, either directly by their presence in floral tissue or nectar, or by their requirement for resources that otherwise could have been allocated to pollinator attraction (Strauss et al. 1999). The effects of plant defense against herbivores on pollinators are not strictly negative, because the consequent reduction of herbivory can indirectly make plants more attractive to pollinators (Adler et al. 2001).

Conversely, floral traits that have presumably evolved to attract pollinators (e.g., Chittka and Thomson 2001) have the potential to attract antagonists as well. Common examples of such antagonists include nectar robbers and thieves that damage floral structures (Maloof and Inouye 2000, Galen and Cuba 2001, Irwin et al. 2001), floral herbivores (Nitao and Zangerl 1987, Zangerl and Rutledge 1996, Wolfe 1997), predispersal seed predators (Augspurger 1981, Campbell et al. 1991, Brody 1997), and fungal pathogens (Elmqvist et al. 1993, Shykoff and Bucheli 1995, Shykoff et al. 1997). Many of these antagonists are attracted to flowers pos-
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sessing the same set of traits that attract legitimate pollinators, which may make it difficult for plants to escape antagonists without simultaneously deterring pollinators. For example, both bumble bee pollinators and destructive nectar-foraging ants prefer funnel-shaped to tubular flowers in *Polemonium viscosum*. Galen and Cuba (2001) found that flowers with experimentally constrained tubular shapes were avoided by ants, but also received less pollen and set fewer seeds than controls, demonstrating that defense against ants comes at the cost of pollinator deterrence. Similarly, experimentally manipulated plants of *Ipomopsis aggregata* with large flower displays received more flower visits by pollinators, but also more pre-dispersal seed predation (Brody and Mitchell 1997).

Shared biosynthetic pathways or linked genes can affect interactions with both pollinators and herbivores. For example, in *Ipomoea purpurea*, the compounds responsible for flower color and for chemical defenses against herbivores are produced by a shared biosynthetic pathway, so that floral morph is related to leaf herbivore survival (Simms and Bucher 1996, Fineblum and Rausher 1997). Preferences of a diversity of herbivores (Irwin et al. 2003) and pollinators (Stanton et al. 1989) also vary with color morphs of *Raphanus raphanistrum*. Chemical defenses in petals are higher than in leaves and vary between color morphs, suggesting that the mechanism for differential herbivore resistance between morphs is linked to these defenses (Strass et al. 2004). Corollas of *Nicotiana attenuata* produce nicotine volatiles, but levels decrease at times when pollinators are most active (Euler and Baldwin 1996). Thus, traits that influence pollinator attraction and those that influence herbivore defense may often be tightly linked.

Nectar itself plays a role in attracting nonpollinating antagonists. For example, plants growing adjacent to floral nectar sources of different plant species may receive more oviposition and damage by lepidopteran herbivores (Murphy et al. 1984, Karban 1997). In agricultural cotton, diverse lepidopteran and hemipteran herbivores prefer oviposition on cotton varieties with extrafloral nectaries compared to nectarless varieties (Lukefahr and Ryhne 1960, Schuster et al. 1976, Flint et al. 1988). Reducing extrafloral nectar in wild cotton also reduces herbivory by leaf miners when ant predators are absent (Rudgers and Gardener 2004, this Special Feature). Thus, production of nectar nearby or on the same plant can increase herbivory by a diversity of species.

**Trade-offs Between Attraction of Pollinators and Herbivores: Potential Systems**

The previous examples have demonstrated that plants may suffer increased herbivory via extrafloral nectar production or via proximity to a source of floral nectar. We hypothesize that herbivory is also higher on individual plants that produce more floral nectar than on conspecifics with lower floral nectar production. We make this prediction for systems in which insect pollinators also deposit their herbivorous offspring on the same plant. If adults prefer plants that produce high nectar volumes (e.g., Real and Rathcke 1991, Hodges 1995), then nectar production patterns seem likely to be under simultaneous selection in the context of attracting pollinators while minimizing the linked cost of herbivory.

We are most aware of the potential for a trade-off between herbivory and pollination by the same species in Lepidoptera. Members of the family Sphingidae (the hawkmoths) provide perhaps the best examples of herbivorous larvae that specialize on the same plants pollinated by adults. Such herbivory may represent a significant cost to plants; for example, an individual *Manduca sexta* larva can defoliate its host by the time it pupates (McFadden 1968). Examples of sphingids that pollinate as adults and feed as larvae on the same plant species include *Manduca sexta* and *M. quinquemaculata* on several solanaceous species (Madden and Chamberlin 1945); *M. florestan* on *Tecoma stans* (Hodges 1971; K. Kester, personal communication), and *Hyles lineata* on *Oenothera caespitosa* (R. Raguso, unpublished data). Among other Lepidoptera, *Pieris rapae* (Pieridae) is an efficient pollinator of *Raphanus raphanistrum* (Conner et al. 1995), and larval *P. rapae* are specialists on crucifers including this species (e.g., Agrawal 1999). Finally, several moths and butterflies that are generalist nectar feeders as adults and generalist herbivores as larvae may incorporate certain plant species in their diets at both life history stages; examples include *Heliothis virescens* and *Helicoverpa armigera* (Cunningham et al. 1998, De Moraes et al. 2001). This is not intended as an exhaustive list, but rather as examples that demonstrate the potential for such trade-offs.

The other main orders that include large numbers of species in which adults are nectarivorous and larvae are herbivorous (broadly defined) are the Diptera, Hymenoptera, and possibly Hemiptera. Many syrphid flies feed on nectar as adults (Proctor et al. 1996), and some consume plant tissue as larvae (e.g., Grosskopf et al. 2002). Other Diptera and some Hymenoptera have nectar-feeding adults and leaf- or stem-galling larvae, and Megachilid bees cut leaves for use as nesting material. We are not aware of other bees that could act as potential herbivores, unless one considers feeding on pollen to be a form of herbivory. Data on cotton suggest that some hemipterans feed upon extrafloral nectar (Schuster et al. 1976, Scott et al. 1988), but we are aware of no studies linking hemipteran herbivory with floral nectar use. In most cases, it is not known whether these nectarivores are effective pollinators; if not, then both the adult and larval stages are potentially antagonistic to the plant. For species that do not pollinate, a link between nectarivory by adults and herbivory by
larvae does not create an explicit trade-off for plants in terms of both attracting and deterring the same species, but may still result in conflicting selection on nectar production from these species and the legitimate pollinators.

**Does Nectar Increase Herbivory?**

**A Preliminary Test**

We hypothesize that in systems in which an insect species uses the same plant species for both nectaring and oviposition, individual plants that produce more nectar will receive higher egg loads and subsequently will suffer greater rates of herbivory. Here we present new experimental data testing this hypothesis. The annual *Datura stramonium* (Solanaceae) is an abundant roadside and agricultural weed along the east coast of the United States (Motten and Antonovics 1992). The large white flowers open at dusk, wilt the following day, and are visited by honeybees and the hawkmoths *Manduca sexta* and *M. quinquemaculata* (Motten and Antonovics 1992; L. S. Adler, personal observation). Plants are highly self-compatible and set seed in the absence of pollinators (Motten and Antonovics 1992; L. S. Adler, personal observation), although they set more seed from outcrossing (Nuñez-Farfan et al. 1996). *Datura stramonium* produces both alkaloids (Nuñez-Farfan and Dirzo 1994, Shonle and Bergelson 2000) and trichomes (Valverde et al. 2001) as defenses against a diversity of herbivores, and chemical defenses are under natural selection by these herbivores (Nuñez-Farfan and Dirzo 1994, Shonle and Bergelson 2000). *Manduca* adults require large volumes of nectar to fuel their flight (Raguso et al. 2003), and oviposit on *D. stramonium* hosts in the field (L. S. Adler, personal observation). *M. sexta* females require a nectaring visit before they will oviposit (Madden and Chamberlin 1945), suggesting that individuals might remain longer or return repeatedly to plants that offer more nectar, or else that more individuals might visit. The crop volume of an individual *M. sexta* is ~650 μL (R. Raguso, personal communication), far more than the nectar yield of a single *Datura* flower. However, we often observe several *M. sexta* probe the same flower during an evening (L. S. Adler, personal observation), suggesting that nectar is not exhausted at the first visit.

To test the hypothesis that increased nectar rewards would increase oviposition by *M. sexta* females, we experimentally manipulated nectar rewards at the plant level, offered an array of plants varying in nectar abundance to caged adult *M. sexta*, and examined subse-
quent patterns of oviposition. We grew 100 *D. stramonium* individuals in 3.78-L pots with one application of Osmocote 15-9-12 slow-release fertilizer (Scotts-Sierra, Marysville, Ohio, USA) soil in the greenhouse with a 16:8 light : dark regime created with alternating 1000-W sodium and metal halide lights. We grew 100 additional plants to serve as sources of nectar. We randomly assigned plants to one of three treatments for the duration of the experiment: nectar supplementation, nectar removal, or control. Plants were treated and used in the experiment whenever they had an open flower. We removed flowers when necessary to insure that each plant had only one flower open per night. We collected supplemental nectar every night from non-experimental plants, pooled the nectar, and then divided it among the flowers in the supplemental treatment. We added an average of 31.3 ± 2.6 μL nectar per flower, compared to a standing crop that averaged 9.4 ± 0.65 μL and ranged from 4.03 to 33.3 μL. Thus, our supplementation represents a substantial increase in reward, but is not outside the range of natural production. For plants in the removal treatment, we removed nectar from open flowers by inserting a 50-μL microcapillary down the corolla of each flower. For control plants, we removed and then replaced nectar to control for handling effects.

We constructed a 4.25 m long × 1.25 m wide × 1.5 m high cage of coarse shade cloth suspended over three lights. *Manduca sexta* pupae (obtained from the Department of Entomology, University of Kentucky colony) of approximately even sex ratios were placed within the cage. Adults mated upon emergence, and females oviposited on *D. stramonium* placed within the cage. Between 6 and 12 adult *M. sexta* were in the cage each night for the duration of the experiment. We applied treatments to flowering plants every evening and then placed them in the moth cage overnight, repeating this procedure from 28 November to 11 December 2001. Generally, every plant that flowered on a given night was treated and used (8–14 plants/night). Hence, there was not always an even ratio of plants in the three treatments every night (the most uneven ratio between treatments was 2-3-4 rather than 3-3-3). When more plants flowered than we could use, we selected plants to create an even ratio and removed flowers from unused plants. Every day we removed the previous night’s experimental plants from the cage and counted and removed all eggs. Data were averaged within plants so that individual plants were the unit of replication. In total, 85 plants (25 supplement, 29 control, and 31 removal) were used for analysis; individual plants were treated 1–4 times over the course of the experiment (mean 1.6 times). Although we did not observe pollinator behavior, we allowed flowers to set fruit to determine whether nectar treatment affected fruit set, seed set, and seed mass.

We analyzed oviposition data using ANCOVA, with nectar treatment as the main effect and position in the cage, which was randomized across replicates, as a covariate. Position was treated as a continuous covariate because plants were arranged along a line down the length of the cage. Because total oviposition varied greatly among nights, we analyzed the relative number of eggs (i.e., the proportion of total oviposition for that night) deposited each night on each plant. Data were not transformed because they did not differ significantly from a normal distribution. We used Duncan’s Multiple Range test (Littell et al. 2002) as a post hoc comparison of oviposition between nectar treatments. We also asked how nectar treatment affected the proportion of flowers that set fruit, seeds per fruit, and seed mass using one-way ANOVAs.

We found that nectar treatment significantly affected the relative number of eggs oviposited per plant (*F*$_{2,51}$ = 3.28, *P* = 0.043) after accounting for variation due to position in the cage (*F*$_{1,41}$ = 74.21, *P* < 0.0001). Duncan’s Multiple Range test indicated that plants with supplemental nectar received a greater proportion of eggs than did control plants (Fig. 1), but that oviposition was intermediate on nectar removal plants. We do not know the mechanism underlying this result; if damage from removing nectar attracted moths, we would have expected to see a similar result with the control plants. It is possible that nectar removal without replacement stimulated nectar production, as is found in some other species (e.g., Gill and Conway 1979, Castellanos et al. 2002). In any event, high nectar production increased oviposition relative to controls, but reduced nectar production did not produce a concomitant reduction in oviposition.

Plants with supplemental nectar also set significantly more fruits than did plants in control or removal treatments (*F*$_{2,52}$ = 9.22, *P* = 0.0002; supplement, 1.5 ± 0.16; control, 0.79 ± 0.16; removal, 0.65 ± 0.13), although there was no significant effect on the number of seeds per fruit or on seed mass (*F*$_{2,52}$ < 1.84, *P* > 0.18 for both). There was a nonsignificant trend for
supplemental-nectar plants to produce the most but lightest seeds, followed by control plants, followed by removal plants producing the fewest and heaviest seeds. Although not significant, this pattern is consistent with nectar-removal plants having received few or no pollinator visits compared to control or supplemental-nectar plants. Flowers of the congener D. wrightii that are not pollinated set significantly fewer but heavier seeds compared to flowers visited by pollinators (Elle and Hare 2002; J. L. Bronstein, unpublished data).

Thus, nectar augmentation increased fruit set (in the absence of herbivores, because eggs were removed), but also resulted in increased deposition of herbivore eggs. Although further observations are necessary, this link is probably a result of longer or more frequent visits of individual M. sexta females to augmented plants for nectar and subsequent oviposition, and a link between the number/duration of nectaring visits and the probability of fruit set in this self-compatible species. These results point to a potentially high cost of associating with a pollinator that is an herbivore at another life history stage.

What is the evolutionary significance of the link between pollinator visitation and the deposition of herbivorous offspring in the D. stramonium-M. sexta interaction? Datura produces copious volumes of nectar (Raguso et al. 2003). It seems likely that nectar production patterns are under simultaneous selection to increase pollen deposition while reducing associated oviposition. However, to show a trade-off between selection by pollinators and herbivores, it is necessary to demonstrate at least the following. First, fruit and seed set should increase with the number of pollinator visits. Because D. stramonium is highly self-compatible, relatively high fruit and seed set may be achieved in the entire absence of pollinating or ovipositing visitors. How much does plant reproductive success increase with successive pollinator visits? Plants with different breeding systems and levels of self-compatibility are likely to experience different balances of cost and benefit from pollinators that are simultaneously herbivores. In systems in which plants are self-incompatible, pollinator preference may play a more important role than in the Datura-Manduca system, shifting the balance of selection toward pollinator attraction in spite of potential costs from herbivory (but see Wilmott and Barquez 1996, in which seed set was highest at intermediate numbers of hawkmoth visits). Second, greater oviposition should translate to greater herbivory. The vast majority of M. sexta eggs do not survive to become late-instar larvae, due to high predation or parasitism rates (Kester et al. 2002, Mira and Bernays 2002). However, plants receiving more eggs should still be at the greatest risk of damage unless density-dependent processes are involved. Third, increased herbivory should translate to reduced plant fitness. Even if nectar production is under selection by herbivores, ultimately the net direction of selection will depend on the relative costs of herbivory and other antagonists compared to the benefits of pollination and other mutualists in that system. It will be critical to measure selection in the appropriate community context, specifically, in the presence of co-pollinators that are not herbivores, and of co-herbivores that are not pollinators. Finally, it will be necessary to determine if the relationship between nectar volumes and oviposition that we have shown in the laboratory occurs in nature as well, i.e., between wild moths and plants occurring at natural densities.

We hope to see similar studies investigating the role of nectar in attracting herbivores in other systems. It is likely that nectar traits have received relatively little attention in the past due to their notorious variation with environmental conditions such as water and nutrient availability (Real and Rathcke 1991, Wyatt et al. 1992, Boone 1997). Although some studies have found heritable variation in nectar production (reviewed by Mitchell (2004), this Special Feature), it is possible that in many instances selection on nectar production will not result in evolutionary change, due to high environmental variability. However, nectar composition may be less variable than concentration (Gardener and Gillman 2001b). Thus, selection on nectar composition and sometimes on production is likely to influence the evolution of nectar rewards.

**Nectar Composition as an Information Cue**

The link between herbivory and pollination can also be considered from the perspective of the insect. Nectar composition may provide important information to adult females that must make rapid oviposition decisions. The link between nectar traits and plant quality is most likely to occur when stress, resources, defense production, or other factors influence composition of many plant tissues, including nectar. For example, adding fertilizer can influence the composition and total concentration of amino acids in nectar (Gardener and Gillman 2001a). If nectar-feeding adults can detect differences in amino acids (Gardener and Gillman 2002), such variation could be used as an indicator of plant nutritional status and subsequent offspring performance. Additionally, nectar in many plants contains defensive compounds (Adler 2000b). If the concentration of defensive compounds in nectar is correlated with that in other plant tissues (L. S. Adler and M. Wink, unpublished data), then nectar composition might provide information to nectar-feeding adults about the level of chemical defense that their offspring would encounter on that plant. Thus, nectar composition as well as volume may be under selection by ovipositing herbivores.

This idea is highly speculative, and rests on several assumptions that can and should be tested: (1) that nectar-feeding adults can discern or “taste” differences in nectar composition (Gardener and Gillman 2002), (2) that differences in nectar composition exist in na-
treme and are a reliable indicator of other plant qualities, and (3) that such differences in plant qualities affect offspring performance.

PARALLELS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

Conflicts between pollination and consumption activities of individual floral visitors exist in two other well-studied pollination systems. The first of these involves pollinators with offspring that consume seeds; the best studied are the mutualisms between figs and fig wasps and between yuccas and yucca moths (e.g., Cook and Rasplus 2003, Dufay and Anstett 2003, Pellmyr 2003). The potential cost of attracting more pollinators is quite evident in these interactions (Bronstein 2001a), although there are some important differences with the linked pollination-herbivory systems discussed in this paper. In particular, pollinating seed-parasite mutualisms show much higher species specificity, and the costs associated with pollination are both more severe (because seeds rather than leaves are lost to pollinator offspring) and possibly less easily escaped. A parallel can also be drawn to systems in which pollinators consume pollen, often as both larvae and adults. Notable examples include many ecologically important bee and beetle pollinators (Simpson and Neff 1983). Pollinators that consume some of the pollen they pick up can be inferior mutualists compared to species that feed on nectar (e.g., Ramsey 1988, Wilson and Thomson 1991). Certain floral traits are postulated to have evolved to limit the likelihood of pollen consumption while not deterring pollination itself; for example, some plants present infertile pollen and other protein bodies that serve as alternative food rewards for pollen consumers (Vogel 1978, Simpson and Neff 1983). In both pollinating seed-parasite and pollinating pollen-consumer mutualisms, consumption takes place within the flower, rather than on vegetative structures, as in the interactions described in this paper. However, the ecological parallels are evident; it would not be surprising to find parallels in their evolutionary dynamics as well.

We can readily identify other mutualisms in which a mutualist species also consumes its partner. For example, certain well-studied seed dispersal mutualisms, some of them highly coevolved, involve animals that cache seeds for later consumption but do not recover every seed they cache (Vander Wall 2001). Similarly, ant-defended homopterans must cope with the fact that in certain ecological conditions, their protectors will consume them rather than consuming the honeydew reward that they produce (Offenberg 2001). Under certain circumstances, herbivores can have a net beneficial effect on their host plants by stimulating increased growth and allocation to reproductive structures (Agrawal 2000). Other examples of predatory mutualists can be identified as well (e.g., Janzen 1984, Branch et al. 1992, Bultman et al. 2000). As in the pollination mutualisms discussed in this paper, conflicting selection pressures between the mutualistic and antagonistic components of the same interaction seem highly likely, and are well worth further exploration (de Mazancourt et al. 2001, Gomulkiewicz et al. 2003).
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